SMART Board
interactive whiteboard
“Young students and old thrive on the
tactile experience of manipulating the
SMART Board interactive whiteboard
with their fingers. And I definitely
appreciate being able to interact with
the content – how could teaching and
learning get any more hands-on?”
Katie Morrow, Technology Integration
Specialist, O’Neill Public Schools,
O’Neill, Nebraska, United States

The SMART Board™ interactive whiteboard has a large, interactive screen on which
you and your students can explore a website, give a science presentation or take
a virtual field trip. It helps you improve student motivation and performance by
making inquiry-based learning a dynamic classroom experience.
The key to this experience is touch. You simply touch the surface to select menus
and icons. To write notes, you can pick up a pen and write with either the pen or
your finger. You don’t need batteries or special tools that fail or go missing.
With SMART’s Touch Recognition feature, using the SMART Board interactive
whiteboard is easier than ever. You can write with a pen, erase with your palm and
move objects with your finger without having to put the pen down or access other
tools, buttons or on-screen menus. The board recognizes what you want to do and
does it for you, automatically.

Reach all students
The SMART Board interactive whiteboard meets the needs of both visual and
kinesthetic learners. Students see vibrant images and physically interact with
material by moving letters, numbers, words and pictures with their fingers.
Students with special needs can see, read and manipulate information more easily.

Give dynamic whole-class instruction
With the interactive whiteboard, you have powerful preparation tools and
a central focus in class. Before you teach, you can plan course materials at
your desktop. SMART Notebook software includes multimedia content and
curriculum-specific clip art and templates that support math, literacy and science.
You can build a lesson on graph paper, a music sheet or a map of Africa. In the
class, you can involve students, add notes and save all information, every step
of the way. With the SMART Board interactive whiteboard, you’ll save time and
increase success – for every one of your students.
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